Job Vacancy | PHP Software Developer
Are you looking for a new opportunity to challenge yourself?
Do you see yourself working in a young and professional team?
Do you want to be part of innovation in the international meeting industry?
How Sendsteps contributes
Sendsteps is an Amsterdambased IT company that developed an
audience interaction tool. With it we improve audience engagement
during inhouse meetings and large events;

The Sendsteps PowerPoint addin enables speakers to add questions to
their presentation. Once the questions are presented, attendees can then
respond via their smartphone, tablet or laptop using Web, Twitter or SMS.
Not only does this support a realtime dialogue, it also generates high
volume data that is valuable to many organizations.

Our aim is to make the millions of presentations that are delivered every
day, more interactive by allowing attendees to actively participate instead
of only listening. Sendsteps is used in more than 50 countries in the
business, health, education and governmental sector. Next to our head
office in Amsterdam (Next to Central Station), we have offices in Sao
Paolo and Los Angeles.

How you are involved
You will start a complete new project. Yep, from scratch! The Sendsteps Dashboard is an online platform
that allows speakers to setup and manage their interactive presentation. Your primary goal is to analyse,
design and implement [y]our ideas into the dashboard. In all your actions, user friendliness and data
protection,

will
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central

themes.

Your

contribution will have a major impact on all our
clients.
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with a

lot of
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include

developing and maintaining a number of servers
and socalled response websites. Some of our
larger and international clients have specific
requests that we also need to be able to cater to.

About you in details
You are a creative thinker, ready for a second or third challenge in your programming career. You are
able to translate a client’s questions into smart solutions. Our team and clients appreciate complex IT
issues to be explained by you in clear and understandable language. Do you recognize yourself in being
open minded, analytical, flexible, positive and do you like a challenge?

Our Requirements
●

HBO or Academic degree in informatics or ITrelated

●

Proven development experience in webdevelopment
[PHP/HTML/CSS/Javascript]

●

Additional experience in Java and MySQL preferred

●

Fluent in written and spoken English and/or Dutch

●

An interest and eagerness to spot new IT trends

●

Able to work organized and accurate

●

Handson and resultdriven team player

Our Offer
●

A competitive salary

●

A 10% annual profit share

●

Work in a young team in a growing international market

●

A flexible and enthusiastic work environment

●

An office on an exciting location and with an impressive view

●

Free and inspiring lunch sessions

More about Sendsteps
●
●
●

Download the addin
and play around with it yourself

Read about our most recent events at 
Facebook
or follow our stories on 
Twitter
Get an indepth feel and visit our 
website
or just 
give us a call
!

Interested?
If you would like to be part of 
our team and help us
to further develop our products, then please send
your CV to mike@sendsteps.com [who you can
also consult for other questions you might have at
this stage].

